RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CARDIORESPIRATORY FITNESS AND BLOOD PRESSURE OF NIGERIAN ADOLESCENTS.
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SUMMARY

Background: Knowledge about the relationship between cardiorespiratory fitness and health outcome is important, because such information adds essential information to the aggregated data that serve as the basis for physical activity guidelines.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to evaluate relationship between cardiorespiratory fitness and blood pressure in normotensive individual.

Methods: A cross-sectional survey of secondary school students in Sagamu local government area of Ogun state, Nigeria during 2006 school year was carried out. In all 1638 (790 male and 848 female) apparently healthy students with age ranged between 12 and 18 years were selected from 11 schools (8 public and 3 private). The Cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) and blood pressure of the subjects were measured.

Results: A significant negative correlation between CRF and blood pressure (systolic and diastolic) was observed. There was significant curvilinear graded relation between CRF and blood pressure. Coefficient of determination (R²) for cardiorespiratory fitness was 1.54% and 1.18% for systolic and diastolic blood pressure respectively.

Conclusion: The greatest benefit may be achieved when increasing the fitness from low to moderate cardiorespiratory fitness. It is therefore important to direct action towards those adolescents who are the least physically fit to increase their cardiorespiratory fitness and hence reduced their blood pressure.
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INTRODUCTION

Cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) and blood pressure are both related to health, and their interrelation to each other has been documented but with little information on Nigeria population. The effects of high CRF include lower risk of all-cause mortality and cardiovascular disease (CVD) mortality among both hypertensive and normotensive individual with the metabolic syndrome (Evenson et al, 2004; Katzmarzyk et al, 2004; LaMonte et al, 2005). It also provides protection against cancer mortality in men (Oliveria et al, 1996; Lee and Blair, 2002a), and reduced risk factor for functional decline independent of disease processes (Morey et al, 1998). Other studies have shown an inverse relation between fitness level and incidence of coronary heart disease (CHD) as well as number of risk factors for CHD (Laukkonen et al, 2001; Church et al, 2002; Lee and Blair, 2002b; Kurl et al, 2003; Carnethon et al, 2005; Church et al, 2005; William et al, 2005). Early promotion of physical fitness and activity in children has been considered an optimal strategy for preventing these lifelong diseases.

Hypertension is a major risk factor for stroke, coronary heart disease, and congestive heart failure (Stokes et al, 1989). The clinical symptoms of many chronic diseases do not become apparent until late in life, but it is generally accepted that the origin of many diseases and conditions such as hypertension lies in early life (Klasson-Heggebo et al, 2006). The aetiology of such diseases is of course multifactorial, but cardiorespiratory fitness may play an important role. The association between cardiorespiratory fitness and hypertension is documented in the adult population, showing that people with low
fitness have increased risk of hypertension (Blair et al., 1984; Sui et al., 2007). The pattern and strength of association between fitness and hypertension persisted in analyses stratified by body mass index, age, and the presence of prehypertension at baseline (Barlow et al., 2006). Reporting on 3,350 middle-aged Japanese men, Sawada et al. (1993) observed a 90 percent higher 5-year age- and covariate-adjusted incidence of hypertension for men in the lowest compared with the highest quintile of fitness estimated from submaximal cycle ergometry. Carnethon et al. (2003) reported that, after adjustment for age, sex, and other confounding factors, each 1-minute decrease in maximal treadmill performance was associated with a 19 percent higher 15-year risk of incident hypertension among men and women. In children and adolescents, an association between cardiorespiratory fitness and blood pressure has been observed (Andersen, 1994; Boreham, 1997; Ewart, 1998; Nielsen and Andersen, 2003). However, studies analyzing the graded relation between cardiorespiratory fitness and blood pressure in this population are scarce.

Knowledge about the relationship between cardiorespiratory fitness and health outcome is important, because such information adds essential information to the aggregated data that serve as the basis for physical activity guidelines (Biddle et al., 1999). Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate relationship between cardiorespiratory fitness and blood pressure in normotensive adolescent.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects: A cross-sectional survey of secondary school students in Sagamu local government area of Ogun state, Nigeria during 2006 school year was carried out. There were 31 secondary schools in the area, 16 public and 15 private schools. The sample of 11 schools (8 public and 3 private) was drawn by stratifying the school into public and private schools and randomly selecting schools with probability proportional to size. The sample of schools was drawn by the help of zonal education authority in the area. Participants were drawn from the selected schools. In all 1638 (790 male and 848 female) apparently healthy students were selected. Their age ranged between 12 and 18 (14.96±1.84) years.

Procedure
Ethical approval was sought and obtained from the Institutional Review Committee of University of Ibadan and University College Hospital, Ibadan. Informed consent was sought from the participants and their parents; permission was sought from local education authority and the principals of the selected schools. The nature, purpose and procedure of the study were explained to the participants in detail. The biodata of each participant was taken: this included age (as at last birth day) and sex. Each of the participants was medically screened for any disability and pathology.

Measurements
Cardiorespiratory fitness: Cardiorespiratory fitness index was calculated using 3-minute step test. The participant was dressed in suitable clothes and the procedure was explained and demonstrated. The participant stepped up and down the step at a pace of 24 steps per minute (Verducci, 1980). The stepping was done in four counts: 1 up with one foot; 2 up with the second foot, body erect, legs straight on the bench; 3 down with the foot placed on the bench first and 4 down with the other foot (Verducci, 1980). A metronome set at 96 beats per minute was used to establish the rate of 24 steps a minute. The stepping test lasted for 3 minutes unless the participant must stop sooner because of exhaustion or failed to maintain pace with the metronome. The duration of stepping test was recorded in seconds. Immediately after completing the stepping test, the participant sat quietly on a chair. The pulse rate of radial artery was counted 1 to 1 ½, 2 to 2 ½ and 3 to 3 ½ minutes after stepping ceases. The Cardiorespiratory fitness index (CRFI) was computed with the following formula:

\[
\text{CRFI} = \frac{\text{Duration of exercise in second} \times 100}{2 \times \text{sum of pulse counts in recovery}}
\]

Blood Pressure: Blood pressure (SBP and DBP) was measured according to American Heart Association guidelines using an aneroid sphygmomanometer (Frank Industries Inc., 9643 Great Smoky Drive, Vacon Rouge LA 70814, USA) and a cuff suitable to the subject's arm circumference. Trained personnel and researcher measured blood pressure after 5 minutes of rest in the sitting position (Grotto et al., 2006).

Data Analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using statistical software package SPSS version 15.0. Descriptive statistics of mean and standard deviation were used to examine the data. Pearson moment correlation was used to find correlation between cardiorespiratory fitness and blood pressure. Regression analysis was also carried out to see relationship between the variables. The graded relation between CRF and blood pressure were analyzed using excel package models. P-value < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

RESULTS
A total of 1638 secondary school children participated in this study. They comprised 790 (48.2%) males and 848 (51.8%) females. One thousand four hundred and twelve (1412) were from 8 public secondary schools and 226 from 3 private secondary schools in Sagamu local government area of Ogun State, Nigeria.

Table 1 presents descriptive variables of the study population. The boys were significantly older than the girls. Table 2 shows correlation matrix between cardiorespiratory fitness and blood pressure (systolic and
There was significant negative correlation between cardiorespiratory fitness and blood pressure (systolic and diastolic respectively) except for females' diastolic which was not significant. There was also significant strong correlation between systolic and diastolic blood pressure.

Figures 1 and 2 show the relation between cardiorespiratory fitness and systolic and diastolic blood pressure respectively. The systolic blood pressure showed a significant curvilinear (3rd degree polynomial) relation with cardiorespiratory fitness. The regression equation was 
\[ y = 0.0001x^3 - 0.0191x^2 + 0.6035x + 85.028. \]
Cardiorespiratory fitness explained 1.54% of total variance. The diastolic blood pressure also showed a significant curvilinear (3rd degree polynomial) relation with cardiorespiratory fitness. The regression equation was 
\[ y = 0.0001x^3 - 0.0183x^2 + 0.8562x + 39.13. \] The percentage contribution to the total variance from cardiorespiratory fitness was 1.18%.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics by Gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Male (n=790)</th>
<th>Female (n=848)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>15.1(1.9)</td>
<td>14.8(1.8)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic BP (mmHg)</td>
<td>81.3(14.8)</td>
<td>81.5(13.8)</td>
<td>.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic BP (mmHg)</td>
<td>48.4(9.6)</td>
<td>48.5(9.3)</td>
<td>.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>67.8(9.3)</td>
<td>63.7(11.7)</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: BP = blood pressure  
CRF = Cardiorespiratory Fitness

Table 2: Correlation Matrix between Cardiorespiratory Fitness and Blood Pressure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>SBP</th>
<th>DBP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRF Male</td>
<td>-.096**</td>
<td>-104**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-.073*</td>
<td>-.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>-.083**</td>
<td>-.075**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP Male</td>
<td>.724**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>.695**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>.709**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: SBP = systolic blood pressure, DBP = diastolic blood pressure  
CRF = Cardiorespiratory Fitness  
**Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed)  
*Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed)

DISCUSSION

This study evaluated the relationship and graded associations between cardiorespiratory fitness and blood pressure. The results show a graded relation between cardiorespiratory fitness and blood pressure (systolic and diastolic); the relation was curvilinear in the whole population. The third degree term of the fitness variable, which could indicate a more complex association than a second order polynomial, was significant for both systolic and diastolic blood pressure and only explained 1.54% and 1.18% of the total variation in systolic and diastolic blood pressure respectively. This observation was similar to the study of Klasson-Heggebø et al, (2006). Systolic and diastolic blood pressure were significantly related to cardiorespiratory fitness, with a somewhat weaker association for diastolic than systolic blood pressure. These results are in accordance with those of Hansen et al, (1990); Andersen (1994); Boreham et al (2001); Klasson-Heggbo et al (2006) and Koley (2007). The association was weak, but may be clinically relevant.

Epidemiological studies report that physical activity and/or fitness are effective at reducing arterial blood pressure among hypertensive adults; however, it is not clear if these benefits can also be observed in children (Thomas et al, 2003). In this study, the association between
CRF and arterial blood pressure was confirmed, which is supported by previous studies (Shea et al., 1994 and Klassen-Heggebo, 2006). Nevertheless, other studies have reported contrasting results (Jenner et al., 1992 and Rodrigues et al., 2007). It is believed that the contradictory result may be due to methodological differences and the diversity of factors that affect blood pressure. Such factors include physical activity, mental activity, age, sex, BMI etc (Hitendrasinh G et. al, 2004; Rodrigues et al., 2007). Furthermore, there is great variety in the methods employed in clinical investigations to identify CRF, such as direct and indirect measurements of VO2max and recovery heart rate which can cause results to diverge between studies.

The cardioprotection of higher CRF was observed across a broad range of elevated blood pressures in the study of Sui et al (2007). In men with stage 2 hypertension (HTN), CVD incidence rates in moderately and highly fit men were 17% and 35% lower, respectively, than those in low fit men. Similarly, lower event rates of 29% to 41% and 57% to 65% were seen in moderately and highly fit men, respectively, with controlled HTN and with stage 1 HTN. Women with moderate and high CRF experienced CVD rates that were 14% to 75% lower than those in women with low CRF who had controlled, stage 1, or stage 2 HTN. Hansen et al., 1991 also showed the effectiveness of physical training in lowering blood pressure and increasing physical fitness among population of children. This study and others suggest the need for adolescents to be involved in physical activities to improve their CRF and thereby lowering their blood pressure, because it had been shown that certain cardiovascular adaptations with fitness training which cause lower blood pressure do exist. The stroke volume increases with lower heart rate, there by increased capillarization of muscles and greater extraction of oxygen from the arteries (Koley, 2007).

CONCLUSION

In this study a curvilinear (3rd order polynomial) relation was found between cardiorespiratory fitness and blood pressure. Therefore the greatest benefit may be achieved when increasing the fitness from low to moderate. It is therefore important to direct action towards those adolescents who are the least physically fit.
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